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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
EZ-Wall™ Organization & Storage Sy~tem

Starter Components and Suggested Configurations
I

Getting Started
HELPFUL TIP: Each horizontal mounting bracket includes one
screw for building longer units (fig. 1). When using multiple
horizontal brackets in one installation, we recommend attaching
all brackets together with furnished screws prior to mounting them
to the wall. This way you only need to level the bracket(s) once and.
you will not need struggle to attach them together while up on
a ladder.
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Step 1 - Horizontal mounting bracket: Attach the
horizontal bracket to the wall using the appropriate hardware.
IMPORTANT: Use a leveling device to ensure that the bracket is
installed level on the wall (fig.2).*Hardware to mount brackets
to wall in NOT included.
Step 2 - Vertical brackets: Hang vertical brackets on
horizontal bracket, so that the hook at the top straddles the upper
portion of the horizontal unit. Position the two vertical brackets
to accommodate the length of the shelf you will be installing.
Tighten the set screws slightly to keep them in approximate
position. Once shelf is in position (step 4), you can finish tightening
the set screws.
HELPFUL HINT: Screw holes have been added to shelf supports
to allow operator to secure them to the wall if desired.
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on to vertical bracket hooks and gently guide bottom of bracket
down into gap. Now you are ready to in_stall your shelf.

HELPFUL TIP: There are various styles
and finishes of shelves to choose from.
Select the shelf that will provide
the most options for usage.

Step 4 - Add a shelf:
Position the four shelf collars above
bracket nubs and lower shelf.

Step 5 - Installing a grid:
With horizontal wires facing out, position
the top horizontal wire of the grid on the
hooks of the vertical brackets and lower.
The grid will seat itself on the brackets.
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fig.2

Step 3 • Shelf brackets: Position top of shelf bracket

Adding Shelf I Wire Grid
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SUGGESTED CONFIGURATION OPTIONS

itional Components Required)
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Creating Multiple Shelf Units
Horizontal mounting brackets are available in 12", 18", 36" 48" and 60" lengths to provide flexibility and versatility in installing the
proper size unit to fit the space. Both single and double shelf brackets arejavailable {fig. 3). These brackets allow the installer to
expand the wall storage system horizontally as needed. Double shelf bra11:kets accommodates two shelf ends at one time to reduce
the need for additional vertical shelf supports or single shelf brackets, w~ile saving horizontal space on the process.
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Building a Wire
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Wire grid storage module~ can be created with or without the use of vertical brackets
If vertical brackets are desired, they are available in lengths from 16" to 44" {fig. 4).
If standard length vertical prackets are not required, smaller vertical brackets are
available to attach the grid to the horizontal mounting brackets {fig. 5).
Grid hooks can be used tJ anchor the grid to the wall or to hang a wire grid directly
to a wall completely inde~endent of any bracket.
I

*Hardware to mount brackets to wall in NOT included.
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